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Real Application Clusters (RAC) and the Grid architecture are Oracle's strategy for scaling out enterprise systems to cope with bigger workloads and more users. Many books limit themselves by conceptualizing and theorizing about RAC technology, but this book is the first to portray implementing and administering an Oracle 10g RAC system in a Linux environment. This book features basic concepts underlying Linux and Oracle RAC, design strategies, hardware procurement and configuration, and many other topics.
The RAC-specific technologies described include configuration of the interconnect, OCFS, ASM, Cluster Ready Services, and Grid Control. The Oracle features RMAN and Data Guard are also discussed, along with available hardware options. The authors include practical examples and configuration information, so that upon reading this book, you'll be armed with the information you need to build an Oracle RAC database on Linux, whether it is on a single laptop or a 64-node Itanium cluster.

About the Author

Julian Dyke  is an independent consultant specializing in Oracle Database technology. He has over 20 years of database experience, including more than 15 years as an Oracle DBA, developer, and consultant. He is chair of the UK Oracle User Group Real Application Clusters Special Interest Group (UKOUG RAC SIG) and a member of the Oak Table Network. He regularly presents at conferences, seminars, and usergroup meetings in the UK, Europe, and the US. He also maintains www.juliandyke.com,  which specializes in Oracle diagnostics, optimization, and internals. He is an Oracle Certified Professional and holds a bachelor of science degree in computation from the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST), UK.  Steve Shaw is the lead Oracle technologist for Intel Corporation in EMEA (Europe, the Middle East, and Africa). Steve has over 12 years of commercial IT experience with 8 years dedicated to working with the Oracle Database, including a period of time with Oracle Corporation. Steve is the author of Hammerora, the open source Oracle load-test tool, and an expert on Oracle benchmarks and performance. Steve has contributed articles to many Oracle publications and web sites and presents regularly at Oracle seminars, conferences, and special-interest group meetings. He is an Oracle Certified Professional and holds a master of science degree in computing from the University of Bradford, UK.
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Java Programming: 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2015

	Quick and painless Java programming with expert multimedia instruction


	Java Programming 24-Hour Trainer, 2nd Edition is your complete beginner's guide to the Java programming language, with easy-to-follow lessons and supplemental exercises that help you get up and running quickly. Step-by-step instruction walks...
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Managing the Testing ProcessMicrosoft Press, 1999

	Practical ways to run a test operation that’s driven by quality – not crisis.


	The wisdom in this book does not rely on brilliant theories or any Scientific Truth other than what works--on the job, time and time again. In Managing the Testing Process, you’ll examine an integrated approach–-the bricks...
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C# 2.0: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
This book tops my recommendation list for any developer learning C#. -David Makofske, Principal Consultant/Architect, Akamai Technologies

Great book for any C# developerit provides a number of practical programming tips and best practices on program design that enable you to utilize the C# language features effectively. -Adarsh Khare,...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services 2005McGraw-Hill, 2005
Generate and distribute comprehensive, integrated reports
 Transform disparate corporate data into business intelligence with help from this hands-on guide.  Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services explains how to create, manage, and deliver traditional and interactive reports with this powerful server-based...
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Handbook of Remote Biometrics: for Surveillance and Security (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2009
This comprehensive and innovative handbook covers aspects of biometrics from the perspective of recognizing individuals at a distance, in motion, and under a surveillance scenario. Features: Starts with a thorough introductory chapter; Provides topics from a range of different perspectives offered by an international collection of leading...
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Web Component Development with Zope 3Springer, 2007
Zope is a powerful Python web application platform for developing complex web applications rapidly and collaboratively. With version 3, Zope has been rebuilt on top of a Component Architecture that combines the best ideas available from modern web platforms.

This book focuses on Zope 3, though it also addresses the needs of Zope 2...
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